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About This Content

Chivalry: Deadliest Warrior is a massive expansion pack for the best First-Person Slasher, Chivalry: Medieval Warfare.
Featuring competitive online combat that seeks to capture the experience of truly being on a medieval battlefield. Inspired from
the intensity and epicness of swordfighting movies such as 300, Gladiator and Braveheart, Chivalry: Medieval Warfare aims to

bring that experience to the hands of a gamer.

And now Chivalry: Deadliest Warrior will bring the most iconic warriors from the ancient world, epic new environments and all
new game modes to the already expansive base game content.

Every environment is an iconic homeland of one of the warrior factions. Fight in ancient Greek temples, kicking people into
pits as a Spartan or run along moonlit roofs as a Ninja in a bamboo forest. Who is the DEADLIEST WARRIOR? Its time for

YOU to decide.

Key Features:

All new classes including: Samurais, Spartans, Vikings, Knights, Ninjas and Pirates

Faster, more diverse game play makes Chivalry 1st person melee combat even more intense

Each warrior has a unique arsenal and abilities, which promotes more variety in play styles and forces players to adapt
their strategy to the situation.
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All new weapons and animations

6 new environments, playable in many different game modes

New Game mode "Multi-team" - up to 6 teams at once!

Track your skills and stats in the new player profile screen
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Title: Chivalry: Deadliest Warrior
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Torn Banner Studios
Publisher:
Torn Banner Studios
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2013

 a09c17d780 

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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Literally everyone has forgotten about this DLC because the moron devs had to make it so that you had to launch the DLC in an
entirely different program instead of just letting you launch the base game and being able to play from there. Also they made
more unique classes but had no idea how to balance them so everyone got put off instantly. Big shame because I love the idea of
playing pirates vs. power ranger samurais (imagine For Honor but not\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and not made by
Ubisoft).. Honestly one of the best games ever made. Still better than some of the new garbage medieval fighting games like
MOARDHAU. The game has so much depth and content, and the options to costumize your character is really great. Jack
Sparrow as default is a great move, and this is what makes this the best game in the world, since 2013 up until the release
deadliest warrior II. Right click Chivalry then choose Deadliest warrior to launch and it works! 10\/10 i could not ask for much
more.. sunk the studio. THIS IS A PACKAGE OF RUBBER DOG CRAP
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More people gotta play this game man, its just the best. I promise you.. Do not buy the Complete Pack (or the DLC alone), trust
me, this is almost unplayable.
The base game is better in every aspect, and it also works correctly.. Some of the reviews here are saying that the community is
either not present, or very small. I would care to disagree on that point. The main game (Medieval Warfare) does have a
considerably larger player base, but there is still a good number of people playing this game. About 6 minutes before writing this
review, I was in a server dueling against other players, happily going at in one on one katana duels. Note that if you're a
historical martial arts geek of any variety, be it Japanese Kobudo, English Saber fighting, etc, you'll notice some rough edges
and inaccuracies with the movements, attack selection, and weapons for some of the characters, including but not limited to the
Katana and Saber's limitations with Chain mail and the classic black sheep the Ninjato, but even after seeing these little irks, it's
fun to see that the characters and moves for the most part are an accurate representation of their historical counterparts. Blasting
muskets and flintlocks are a blast, along with Spartan Samurai duels. It's 2019, and this game is still alive and well. If you have
the money and own the base game, I highly recommend purchasing the DLC and dueling other players online. Just be aware of
what time you're playing depending on where you live, as certain hours in the week, namely afternoons tend to have more
players on and available.. Practically dead, the mechanics are so clunky at time it feels completely broken, the community is a
heaping pile of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, only ran into 2 good people who were okay with helping me
figure out the controls a bit, the rest were \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s that made it their mission to make
sure i was broken each time i quit the game. It's not a good experience for new people. I wish i could get my money back form
this but because i bought it months ago I'm stuck with it. No players, no bots, doesn't merge well with the base game. Skip this
one. Too bad, would have been great if the classes were usable in the base game. 2\/10. Bad.
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